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Abstract: Without any doubt creativity is one of the most important  characteristic  that affects  on  all  life. One
of  the  main  modern  managerial  challenges  is  how  to  create  new  generation of intelligent organization.
This thesis studied the relationship of organizational intelligence (OI) and personal creativity in Shiraz
University of Medical Science in 2008. Indexes of OI are Strategic Vision, Shared Fate, Appetite for Change,
Heart, Alignment and  Congruence,  Knowledge  Deployment  and Performance Pressure. This research was
Descriptive-Correlation. Statistical universe was 280 of personnel in 3 levels (managerial, expertise, personnel)
that selected on Stratified Random Sampling. Data collected with Albrecht OI and Randcepp Creativity
questionnaire. Finding showed statistical significant relation between OI and Creativity. We must pay specific
attention to percept and improve organizational intelligence, new subject, and creativity.
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INTRODUCTION profit  and  processes,  today  they are increasingly seen

After universe appeared and social life developed, [5].  Therefore,  measuring  ability  of  learning,  finding
Human has started to invent. His inventions which were and logical thinking is necessary for evaluation and
resulted human mind appeared according to the needs. performance improvement. Organizational Intelligence (OI)
Nowadays  changes  happen  widely and deeply and was introduced in Stanford University by studying
affect   all   of  our  lives.  Today creativity is known as relationship of OI and organizational performance of 164
key of success and survival. So these evolutions in different organizations in 1999 [4].The concept of OI
technology, science and management make universal originates from a naïve analogy with the individual
successful  organization to  act depending  on  creativity intelligence. Karl Albrecht defined OI as the capacity of
[1]. In scientist view, creativity is axle of worldwide an enterprise to mobilize all of its available brain
movement in 21 [2]. Creativity is vital in unstable powerand to focus that brain power on achieving isst

situation.  If  there  is  not  any  creativity, organization mission [5]. OI is a quantitative measure of an
will  ruin  in  long  time  [3]. It is ability of new and organizations effectiveness in information distribution,
different look to a subject or process of breaking and decision making and execution [6]. Organization
rebuilding  knowledge  about  a   subject   and  getting Intelligent quality (OIQ) is as countable as human's.
new  knowledge  [2].  Last  researches title these factors Intelligent organizations increase and improve their mental
as effective ones on creativity: motivating factor, abilities like physical [4]. Thesis aim was studied the
organizational atmosphere, social communication, relationship of OI and personal creativity in Shiraz
managerial role and performance, knowledge management, University  of  Medical  Science  (SUMS)  in 2008.
job nature and intelligence.

Organization is alive and, for being strived needs Theoretical Background: Creativity has deep relationship
continuous information [4]. In all of the developed with human behavior. We are made to pay more attention
economies,  organizations  are  shifting form  thing-work to creativity more than past. It is mental process resulted
to "thing-work". while organization in the past have been in new and ideal ideas and productions [7]. Creativity is
viewed as compilations of tasks, products, employees, an  effort  to  make  goal-oriented   changes   in   social  or

as  intelligent  systems  designed to manage knowledge

s
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economical  organization  ability  that causes new  looks Reward employee and supervisor behaviors that
at things. Looking unusually at problems which no one support these principles and punish resistance to
sees them before, and then offering effective alternatives their implementation. These principles work in
as  creative process is creativity [8]. Creativity is process companies even if creativity and innovation are not
of developing new ideas [9]. In 1996 Paul Plsek introduced stated organizational objectives, and do not require
synthesis model of creative process model has 4 general large investments or disruptions to work processes
steps:  preparation,  imagination,  development  and to yield valuable results [17].
action. Creative process starts from distinguishing
problem or need, and then it will be analyzed by Motivational  factors  especially  inner motivation
imagination  and offering new  ideas. Afterward, new that  is  affected deeply social environment, have main
ideas will  be  enforced  and  omit weakness. At last, role in growing creativity. Intrinsic motivation is
compare  the  chosen idea with expected goal and result conducive to creativity  and  extrinsic  motivation is
so it is conversion  from  idea  to  act.  The  final  step is detrimental. Intrinsic  job-related motivation which include
reporting.  With respect to it, human always seek opportunity  for advancement and development, loyalty
problems and  new  demand to know it and follow to    employees,   appreciation   and   praise   of  work
creative process [10]. done,  feelings  of  being  involved,  sympathetic help

Freud   knows   confliction as  creativity   resource. with  personal  problems and interesting  work,   are found
He believes  that  creative  one  usually  accept   new  idea to encourage employees' risk-taking behavior [18-20].
and  belief   whereas   common   rejects them [11]. Fiaz  says  that  proficiency is one of creativity
Studying   researches   about   traits   of creative criteria.  No one can't act creatively if not learn needful
introduces   these:   subtle,   curios,   flexible,   clever, and   relative   knowledge.  It  is  one  of  God  gift  that
risky, unselfish, accent to other fate, independent, needs  to   be    grown    and    enforced    with  specific
emotionally   stable   and  self  confident.  On  top of new knowledge. It is inevitable [21]. Professor Harvey C
them, they enjoy their jobs [10-12]. Open organizational Lehman  in Ohio studied relationship of creativity and
environment and accept changes is suitable for creativity. age. Woman maybe physically weaker than man but
This is organizational culture that prepare proper creativity  is  not affected  from  it,  Person  with no
atmosphere for growing or destroying it [13-15]. Executive formal education   shows   creativity   more  whereas
managers have main role in structural variable to release high-educated one dose not. However, development of
creativity outbreak. In trustful environment people are personality  needs  social  environment and education
encouraged to offer creative idea and prepare this is [11]. Researches show that being intelligent is key factor
managers' duty. If they work gracefully and pay attention in creativity. Valak, Logan and Velesh believe that  person
to creativity specifically, employers will follow them [16]. with  high   IQ   has  more creativity than low IQ [10].

Antonio Rosa Jose in 2008 implied 4 main managerial The  second  variable  in  this  thesis  is  OI.  Stuart
principles  that  affect  creativity  in  organization. Based M. Sanderson says that world change motor is mind
on  the  careful  observation and interviews of employees prominence power against physical resources. New
at three companies, and  supplemented  by  cases  from theory of competitive profit depends on mind power more
the popular  business  press, a discovery approach is than physical resources [22]. Peter Drucker talks about
used to derive four management principles that engender new organizations that govern with mind power [23]. Karl
creativity and innovation in organizations: Albrecht mentions intelligent organization, intelligent

Manage organizations so that their knowledge base business success [13]. 
is more diverse than what would occur naturally. Organizational intelligence has become a popular
Encourage employees to embrace a collaborative and topic  recently in business and academia and attracts
non-complacent attitude towards work and the many  researchers  and  practitioners  from  different
organization. fields. Because of many studies in such different
Make it possible for organization members to engage disciplines and perspectives, the interpretation of
in the quick testing of ideas and solutions as they organizational intelligence shows a discrepancy, resulting
emerge. in disorder in the organizational literature [24]. 

team and intelligent people as 3 factors effective on
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Organizational intelligence is a measure of a firm's discretionary effort as the amount of energy the members
capabilities  to  assimilate,  manage  and use information of the organization contribute over and above the level
in  order  to  make  effective  decisions  [6].  Individual they have "contracted" to provide.
and organizational intelligences are conceptualized as
being functionally  similar.  Organizational intelligence, Alignment and Congruence: Any group of more than a
however, is a social outcome and is related to individual dozen people will start 12 bumping into one another
intelligence by mechanisms of aggregation, cross-level without a set of rules to operate by. They must organize
transferenceand distribution [25]. themselves for the mission, divide up jobs and

Albrecht Designed a Modal That Includes Seven Key with one another  and  for dealing with the environment.
Dimensions of OI In  the intelligent organization the system, broadly
Strategic Vision: Every enterprise needs a theory-a defined, all come together to enable the people to achieve
concept, an organizing principle, a definition of destiny it the mission.
seeks fulfills. Note that strategic vision refers to the
capacity to create evolve, and express the purpose of the Knowledge Deployment: More and more these days,
enterprise and not to any particular vision, strategy, or enterprises succeed or fail based on the effective use of
mission concept in and of itself. The OI dimension of knowledge, information and data. Almost every business
strategic vision presupposes that the leaders can organization these days depends heavily on the acquired
articulate and evolve a success conceptand that they can knowledge, know-how, judgment, wisdom and shared
reinvent it when and as necessary. sense of competency possessed by its people, as the

Shared  Fate:  When  all  or most  of  the  people involved structure every minute. Knowledge deployment deals with
in the   enterprise,   including   associated  stakeholders the capacity of the culture to make use of its valuable
like  key suppliers and business partners, and in some intellectual and informational resources. OI must include
cases even  the families  of  its  members, know what the the free flow of knowledge throughout the culture  and
mission is, have a sense of common purpose, and the  careful  balance between the conservation of
understand their individual parts in the algebra of its sensitive  information and the availability of information
success, they can act synergistically to achieve the at key points of need. It must also include support and
vision, this  sense that “We're all in the same boat" encouragement for new ideas, new inventions and an
creates a powerful sense of community and esprit de open-minded questioning of the status quo. 
corps. Without  a  sense of shared fate, the psychological
tone of the culture degenerates into a "Look out for Performance Pressure: It's not enough for executives
number one" spirit. and  managers  to  be preoccupied with the performance

Appetite for Change: Some organizational cultures, strategic  objective  and tactical outcomes. In the
usually led by their executive teams, have become so intelligent organization, everyone owns the performance
firmly set in their ways of operating, thinking, and reacting proposition, i.e. the sense of what has to be achieved and
to the environment that change represents a form of the belief in the validity of its aims. Leaders can promote
psychological discomfort or even distress. In others, and support a sense of performance pressure, but it has
change represents challenge, opportunity for new and the most impact when it is accepted by all members of the
exciting  experiences,  and a  chance to tackle something organization as a self-imposed set of mutual expectations
new. People in these environments see the need to and an operational imperative for shared success. 
reinvent the business model as a welcome and stimulating These seven dimensions or indicators of OI are
challengeand a chance to learn new ways of succeeding. portrayed in Figure 2 [5]. 

Heart: Separate form the element of shared fate, the creative thinking techniques are key influences on
element of heart involves the willingness to give more creative outcomes. Moreover, the influence of knowledge
than the standard. Organizational psychologists refer to on  individual  creativity is also depended upon how that

responsibilitiesand work out a set of rules for interacting

wealth of operational information that flows through its

of the  enterprise,  i.e.  its  achievement  of identified

Results found that both specific knowledge and
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Fig. 1: Synthesis model of creative process

Fig. 2: Seven dimensions of organizational intelligence

information  is  primed  and the respondents knowledge Generally new and complicate world needs human'

of cognitive thinking strategies. Like most intellectual and organization power focuses on achieving foreseen
processes  however,  creativity  is   probably  depended goals. Mind power is one of requisite factor in improving
on existing knowledge structures and upon both inherent creativity, made us to decide studying relationship
abilities  (intelligence) and cognitive processes that can between  OI  and creativity. In addition, we have
be developed. With respect to this intelligence usually intelligent and clever persons whose abilities and talent
catches  the   appropriateness  criteria,  and  frequently have been wastedand the most important reason is
the  originality  criteria  [26].  So knowledge is property disability to distinguish creativity magnitude and
and intelligence is trait. Inevitably we  can't  separate unsuitable environment, we need creativity, creative
these two assets.  If  we  use  both properties, various person and intelligent  organization  to  improve  in social,
values will be engendered; these two properties can be economical, cultural and training situations. It is
improved by exercise and without these both will be necessary to say that up to the time of this thesis, there
weakened. Researchers advise managers to base effective was no research with this title.
knowledge management  and  improving  organizational With  regard  to 20 year vision, Iran plans to
intelligence [27, 28]. overcome in economy and trade from its neighbors.

Researchers study relationship of OI with innovation, Therefore  economy  depending on knowledge must be
knowledge management, productivity and organizational the most strategic instrument to be organized correctly
culture. The results show that the origin of organizational and  beneficially. Consequently, if we want to reach it
culture  is  values  and beliefs of organization members. have to focus  and  enforce these instruments such as
As a matter of fact, intelligence's origin is mind which is technology, information, learning structure, creative
involuntary affected by culture [13]. human and intelligent organization. By studying this
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subject  we get better finding of OI and creativity and Creativity was assessed by Randsepp creativity
their component. Outcomes motivate managers and questionnaire  published  with  50  items  in  1979 to
employers to accomplish and overcome in this measure  personal  creativity  in  organization.  Its
competitive environment. It helps them to achieve new reliability  was  0.81. 
competitive benefits. Both of them are in 5 point Likert-type scale ranging

METHOD from "I strongly disagree" to "I strongly agree ".

Shiraz University of Medical Science is one of the education degree, job type, firing situation and years of
most successful universities in Iran that has 15000 work were collected.
personnel. Many students graduated in Medicine and Data analysis was carried out by using the statistical
Para clinic yearly. There are 1000 personnel in the central program packages SPSS. P-value, equal or lower than 0.05,
office divided to 3 groups: 100 managers with PhD, 640 were considered statistically significant.
expertise with bachelor and master degree and, 280
personnel with below bachelor degree. RESULTS

This Study    Was    Descriptive-correlation:   Total of The participants were male (53.2%) and female
400 questionnaires selected on statistical Random (46.1%) with a mean age of 33 ranging from 23 to 51.
sampling were submitted to central office to collect data According to results, they were 14.6 % manager, 56.4%
and 280 questionnaires were returned that all of them expertise and 27.5% personnel. Their degree of education
included. was 28.2% below bachelor, 53.9% with bachelor, 7.5% in

Organizational intelligent questionnaire was designed master and 8.9% with PhD. They have been working at
by Karl Albrecht in 2002. It has 49 questions in 7 indexes SUMS on an average 8 years. 
included in Strategic view, Shared Fate, Appetite for The Pearson correlation for the study variables are
Change, Heart, Alignment and Congruence, knowledge given in Table 1.OI  was  correlated with creativity.
Deployment  and  Performance  Pressure. Its reliability Indexes  of  OI were  significantly  related  to creativity
was 0.86. too. There was evidence in Table 1performance pressure,

Additionally demographic data included in age, sex,

Table 1: Correlation of variables
Strategic Appetite for Alignment and Knowledge Performance

Variables view Shared fate change Heart congruence deployment pressure Creativity
strategic view 1 0.608** 0.620** 0.582** 0.583** 0.621** 0.641** 0.232**
shared fate 0.608** 1 0.985** 0.662** 0.724** 0.661** 0.669** 0.330**
appetite for change 0.620** 0.985** 1 0.676** 0.730** 0.662** 0.681** 0.342**
Heart 0.582** 0.662** 0.676** 1 0.657** 0.723** 0.675** 0.307**
alignment and congruence 0.583** 0.724** 0.730** 0.657** 1 0.705** 0.691** 0.250**
knowledge deployment 0.621** 0.661** 0.662** 0.723** 0.705** 1 0.787** 0.378**
performance pressure 0.641** 0.669** 0.681** 0.675** 0.691** 0.787** 1 0.451**
Creativity 0.232** 0.330** 0.342** 0.307** 0.250** 0.378** 0.451** 1
**P>0.01

Table 2: model summery of regression
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
1 0.413 0.170 0.166 16.027

Table 3: Regression.
Predictor Variable R R Square Adjusted R Square F Sig. Beta T Sig.
Organizational intelligence 0.37 0.14 0.13 32.70 0.000 0.37 5.71 0.000
strategic view 0.23 0.054 0.05 14.93 0.000 0.23 3.86 0.000
shared fate 0.33 0.11 0.10 31.99 0.000 0.33 5.65 0.000
appetite for change 0.34 0.127 0.114 34.67 0.000 0.34 5.88 0.000
heart 0.31 0.094 0.091 26.94 0.000 0.31 5.19 0.000
alignment and congruence 0.25 0.063 0.059 16.61 0.000 0.25 4.07 0.000
knowledge deployment 0.38 0.143 0.14 45.26 0.000 0.37 6.72 0.000
performance pressure 0.45 0.304 0.20 68.53 0.000 0.451 8.27 0.000
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knowledge  deployment,  appetite  for  change, shared performing and evaluating organizational aims, provoke
fate, heart, alignment & congruence and strategic view their commitment to the organization and its goals. 
had correlation from up to down. As  Jose  defined 4 main managerial principles that

Amount of R square in Table 2 showed that 17% are  effective  on  creativity,  eulogizing  personnel to
adjusted R square of creativity were explained by have  supportive  thought to the organization and its
performance  pressure.  So  other  indexes  were made to goals causes common goal and work synergistically.
go out. With regard to these results, define regression Sharing them in occupations, adjusting and achieving
equation: organizational goals, successful teams, supporting

Creativity = unstandardized coefficients organization are basic steps for reaching to the shared
(153.622)+0.413 (performance pressure) fate. Besides, one of the outstanding characteristics of

As we wanted to predict creativity depending on OI in shared fate. Provocation to the better levels is another
and indexes, we used bi-variable regression. We analyzed trait of creative that summarized in appetite for change
OI as predicator  and creativity as depended variable. interest in risk, accept dangers and pry. Supporting,
Data in Table 3 showed OI and its indexes can predict improving and developing teams of services, improving
creativity. Consequently, each increase or decrease in OI work processes, persuading personnel in order to use new
and indexes cause same change in creativity. and modern technology and suggestion committee all use

All in all, Shiraz University of Medical Science to percept and develop creativity and innovation in the
depending on Albrecht key was placed at acceptable level organization.
with 152.6 but organizational creativity got 181.8 and With respect to organizational intelligence, heart is
placed at under-mediate level. Therefore, keeping and arbitrary attempt as organization member's energy upper
improving creativity and OI in sums needs effective than what should done. Personnel's tendency to work
alternatives. At last, there was not any relationship harder and more than what expected is as a result of that
between demographic variables with OI and creativity in they know their success in organization success. Best
this study. quality of work life, honorable feeling to the organization

DISCUSSION heart that all of them effective on creativity. Motivating

Creativity and intelligence are the superior organizational goals and devoting themselves for it.
characteristics which are put in each organization member. Freud knows confliction as creativity resource.
Organizational intelligence is a social outcome and is Where as creative people don't follow the specific rules
related to individual intelligence. So its root as creativity and principles. All the time they tend to create vicissitude
is located in mind. This similarity upholds relationship and change in works and processes. They are enemy of
between OI and creativity. OI is board range of managerial stability. They use confliction to achieve innovation.
performance related to creativity and innovation Conversely  alignment and congruence is the specific
organizational  development  and  strategies  that  result rules for people and teams to work. Without the systems
in time and cost efficiency in organization. It is important of rules, each one and each team will be ruined and so
to pay attention to these two traits in organization's cells: many problems appear.
human resource and their effect on organization's As Fiaz said no one can do anything even if know the
success. necessary knowledge and information technology have

Strategic view, sign of changes, had the least basic role in developing organizational intelligence. To
relationship with creativity. In it we consider codifying improve creativity, we need to use new specific
and executing goal and strategies and review them. With knowledge and technology. Maturana and Valera in 2004
regard to strategic vision, selecting successful strategies talked about the positive relationship between knowledge
and upbringing strategist's creativity is effective and management and organizational intelligence. They said
important. So to adjust organizational goal and strategies, that these two traits are inseparable and can be improved
strategists must be creative and smart. Focusing on by exercises [28]. Also Tezuka and Niwa focused on
employer's view and active partnership in adjusting, importance of knowledge between personnel [29]. As Jose

cooperation, job security and dependent feeling to

creative people is accent to the others' fate as main point

and opportunity for job improvement are main points in

factors affect parts of the arbitrary attempt to accomplish
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said we should manage organization in the way that they 11. Hossaine, A.S., 2000. Creativity Nature and Ways of
use new knowledge. Afterwards, Kilgour in 2007 and
Rahimi in 2007 implied that there was significant
relationship between knowledge management and
creativity. So knowledge deployment can improve
creativity in each organization, creative managers support
creativity personnel. There are many factors that develop
organizational intelligence such as: clear perception of
jobs and responsibilities, healthy work relationship,
solving problems in golden time, getting feedback and
feeling effective to the organization.

Consequently,   we    must    pay    specific   attention
to  percept  and   improve   organizational  intelligence,
new   subject   and   creativity.   Because   developing
these  two  traits  result  in  organization's  prosperity.
There fore we will accomplish our organization's vision
and mission. 
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